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About This Content
This expansion for Infested Planet gives you several new weapons to fight the bugs. Whether it's throwing cluster bombs into
the alien swarms or calling in an airdrop, the power is at your fingertips.
The aliens also get new toys, so brace yourself for new opposition. Compete with others on the Ironman leaderboard and watch
out for the new aliens and structures.

7 New commander abilities
Improved Campaign
Challenging Ironman mode
Ironman Leaderboard
New Mutator alien structure
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Title: Infested Planet - Trickster's Arsenal
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Rocket Bear Games
Release Date: 24 Apr, 2015
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS:Windows XP or later
Processor:2.2 GHz
Memory:1 GB RAM
Graphics:256MB OpenGL 2.1 Compartible
Hard Drive:300 MB HD space
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I liked the game.
Come up with more Levels, maybe different worlds and more upgrades. Maybe ability to mine resources.. These are some fun
additions that really help to spice up gameplay. It's not a huge thing, but it is quite a good excuse to sink plenty more hours into
an already great game.
The new aliens do require some actual forethought when approaching, particularly things like hivecrawlers which can really
make you rethink taking a hive.
The new abilities are great fun too and I've had a lot of new personal strategies emerge from that.
EDIT\/Note: I do recommend that you experience the vanilla game first, so disable the DLC in Steam and play the game a bit
first. The new alien types may be pretty overwhelming at first, as well as all the new abilities to juggle.. Infested Planet is
superb.... Just do yourself a favour and get it!
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mWJcGah1Ehg
This expansion for Infested Planet gives you several new weapons to fight the bugs. Whether it's throwing cluster bombs into
the alien swarms or calling in an airdrop, the power is at your fingertips.
The aliens also get new toys, so brace yourself for new opposition. Compete with others on the Ironman leaderboard and watch
out for the new aliens and structures. - Highly Recommended!. Its about time. This is one of the most enjoyable games I play,
and its such a simple concept. Its well done and thought out. I enjoy talking to the developer during his open discussions as well
as just in a friendly chat. I am installing now and will update this if it is not, as I expect, more great gameplay.. If you are getting
the bundle, you probably may as well get this, but frankly, after playing the game in it's various modes, I still have absolutly no
idea what this DLC is, what it adds to the original game and what it changes. They really need to make it more clear both before
and after purchase what it does.
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is good game if u like to play games where you control lots of units. If you
liked\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on aliens parades before, you'll love it even more now..
Good expansion for the game. Makes You more effective, but to counter that the aliens become more effective aswell. Adds bit
more difficulty to the game, but nothing you can't handle. Overall a really good DLC. Still, I suggest waiting until sale because I
know money is money.. A solid DLC that broadens the original play experience and extends the games replayability. Wouldn't
go back to vanilla.. Hoorah!
. More tactic in greate game, just great !. Very nice additions to the game but a bit overpriced.
7\/10. i really recommend this game if your in to RTS games were you build up your base and then get your troops to attack the
enemy base but when you play a lot it start to get old but overall it is very good game it has a lot of potential I would love it if
there was a whole new campaign dedicated to playing as the aliens and also adding a multiplayer when one person can be the
aliens in the other person can be the humans I would also like it if they would add an upgrade or something to make it where you
can build tanks and artillery they should also add in a tank like creature for the aliens to deal with the tanks I can't wait to see
how this game will turn out there are barely any games on Steam that are like this that's why I love this game
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